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:   analysis of variance
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CD31

:   cluster differentiation 31

CD68
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:   Massachusetts Alzheimer\'s Disease Research Center

mRNA
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:   multiple sclerosis

NA

:   numerical aperture

NDS

:   normal donkey serum
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:   neurofibrillary tangles
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:   neuritic plaque

PAGE
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PBR

:   peripheral benzodiazepine receptor

PD

:   Parkinson\'s disease

PET

:   positron emission tomography

PHF1

:   paired helical filament 1

PMI

:   *post‐mortem* interval

RIN

:   RNA integrity number

ROI

:   region of interest

SMA

:   smooth muscle actin

SDS

:   sodium dodecyl sulfate
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:   single nucleotide polymorphism

TBI

:   traumatic brain injury

TBS

:   Tris‐buffered saline

TSPO

:   18 kDa translocator protein

Introduction {#bpa12763-sec-0001}
============

Besides amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, glial responses in the form of activated microglia and reactive astrocytes surrounding dense‐core amyloid plaques are part of the neuropathological landscape of the Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) brain [38](#bpa12763-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#bpa12763-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#bpa12763-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#bpa12763-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bpa12763-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}. Accumulating evidence from neuropathology, genetics and experimental studies in mouse models has implicated microglial dysfunction in AD pathophysiology, so that interest in microglia and the role of neuroinflammation in AD is gaining momentum [37](#bpa12763-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}. The development of PET imaging radioligands to depict the microglial activation *in vivo* in human brain diseases is one of the ongoing efforts in microglia research [18](#bpa12763-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#bpa12763-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}. The 18 kDa translocator protein (TSPO), formerly known as peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR), has been proposed as a target for PET radioligands of microglial activation in a number of neurological conditions including acute brain injuries such as stroke and traumatic brain injury (TBI), autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS), and neurodegenerative diseases such as AD, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson\'s disease (PD) and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). TSPO is a transmembrane protein located in the outer mitochondrial membrane and highly expressed in lungs, kidney, spleen and steroid‐producing organs such as adrenal glands and gonads, whereas its levels in the brain are relatively low. Its putative functions include neurosteroid synthesis and cholesterol transport to the mitochondria, whereas other potential functions remain under investigation [46](#bpa12763-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}.

Besides a qualitative study describing the expression of TSPO in activated microglial cells and astrocytes in *post‐mortem* brain specimens of patients with MS, TBI, HIV dementia and AD [8](#bpa12763-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, little is known about the expression of TSPO in the *post‐mortem* brain in health and disease. Here we focused on characterizing the expression of TSPO in the healthy control (CTRL) and AD brain and attempted to answer the following five questions: (1) which cell type(s) express TSPO in the brain? (2) is *tspo* mRNA level increased in the AD brain? (3) is TSPO (protein) level increased in the AD brain? (4) do TSPO levels correlate with quantitative neuropathological measures of glial reaction and AD neuropathological changes? and (5) does *TSPO* rs6971 SNP have any impact on *tspo* mRNA and TSPO levels, glial responses or AD neuropathological changes?

Material and Methods {#bpa12763-sec-0002}
====================

Nomenclature {#bpa12763-sec-0003}
------------

In this paper, we use the following nomenclature: *tspo* for the mRNA, TSPO for the protein and *TSPO* for the gene. For clarity purposes, we will specify "*tspo* mRNA" when referring to the transcript, but will not specify "TSPO protein" when referring to the protein due to redundancy, as the acronym "TSPO" already includes the word "protein".

Human *post‐mortem* brain specimens {#bpa12763-sec-0004}
-----------------------------------

8‐μm‐thick formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded sections from the temporal pole (Brodmann Area 38) and frozen cerebellar, temporal and frontal association cortex samples were obtained from the Massachusetts Alzheimer\'s Disease Research Center (MADRC) brain bank. AD subjects met clinical and neuropathological criteria for the diagnosis of AD, whereas control individuals did not meet pathological diagnostic criteria for any neurodegenerative disease. Subjects or their next of kin provided a written informed consent for the brain autopsy and this study was approved under the MADRC Brain Bank Institutional Review Board. The temporal association cortex was selected because it is a region of early amyloid plaque and NFT deposition, with prominent glial responses [38](#bpa12763-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#bpa12763-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#bpa12763-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bpa12763-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}. Conversely, the cerebellum was selected because it is relatively spared from AD neuropathological changes and glial responses [39](#bpa12763-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} and has been often used as a reference region in TSPO‐based PET imaging studies in AD \[reviewed in [20](#bpa12763-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}\]. The frontal association cortex was chosen as another AD‐affected area to confirm some of the findings in the temporal cortex.

Brain protein extraction {#bpa12763-sec-0005}
------------------------

Protein extracts from human brain samples were obtained by homogenization in 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) buffer followed by ultracentrifugation to obtain the SDS‐soluble fraction. Briefly, small pieces of temporal and frontal cortex, and cerebellum (0.3‐0.4 g) were dissected, weighted and homogenized in 5 v/w of 2% SDS in Tris‐buffered saline (TBS) with protease inhibitors (Complete Mini Protease Inhibitor Cocktail from Sigma‐Aldrich, 04693124001‐Roche) using 5 mL of glass Dounce homogenizers with Teflon pestles inserted in a rotor and 25 strokes at low speed. Homogenates were incubated at 37ºC for 30 minutes and then ultracentrifuged in a Beckman ultracentrifuge using a 70.1Ti rotor at 43,000 rpm (≈100,000 g) at 20ºC for 30 minutes. The resulting supernatants were used as SDS‐soluble extracts, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80ºC until use for Western blot.

SDS‐PAGE and Western blot {#bpa12763-sec-0006}
-------------------------

The protein concentration of SDS‐soluble extracts was determined with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific, 23225) in a Perkin Elmer Wallac 1420 Victor Microplate Reader following manufacturer\'s instructions. NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (4×) (Thermo Scientific, NP007) and NuPAGE Reducing Agent (10×) (Thermo Scientific, NP009) were added to protein extracts, before boiling them at 95ºC for 5 minutes for protein denaturalization. 5 μg of protein per temporal cortex or cerebellar sample and 20 μg per frontal cortex sample were loaded into 17‐well 1.0‐mm‐thick NuPAGE 12% Bis‐Tris gels (Thermo Scientific, NP0343BOX). Precision Plus Dual Color Protein Standards (5 μL) (Bio‐Rad, 1610374) or SeeBlue Plus2 Pre‐stained Protein Standard (Thermo Scientific, LC5925) were used as molecular weight ladders. SDS‐PAGE was run in NuPAGE M.E.S. SDS running buffer (NP00202) at 120 V for 2 h in an XCell SureLock^TM^ Mini‐Cell (Thermo Scientific, EI0001). Gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (0.45 μm pore diameter, Thermo Scientific, 88018) using a wet method in an XCell II^TM^ Blot Module (Thermo Scientific, EI9051) at 200 mA for 3 h. Membranes were blocked with Odyssey Blocking Buffer (TBS) (LI‐COR Biosciences, P/N 927‐50000) for 1 h at room temperature (RT), followed by incubation with primary antibodies in the Odyssey Blocking Buffer (TBS) overnight at 4ºC. Primary antibodies were rabbit anti‐PBR monoclonal antibody for TSPO (clone EPR5384, Abcam, ab109497, 1:1000) and chicken anti‐GAPDH polyclonal antibody (Millipore, AB2302, 1:5000) as housekeeping for loading control. On the next day, the membranes were washed with TBS‐Tween20 (2 × 10 minutes) and incubated with the secondary antibodies in the Odyssey Blocking Buffer (TBS) for 2 h at RT. Secondary antibodies were donkey anti‐rabbit IgG (H+L) IRDye 680RD (LI‐COR Biosciences, P/N‐925‐68073, 1:5000) and donkey anti‐chicken IgG (H+L) IRDye 800CW (LI‐COR Biosciences, P/N‐925‐32214, 1:5000). Finally, the membranes were washed in TBS‐Tween20 and TBS and scanned in the 2‐channel Odyssey Near‐Infrared Imaging System (LI‐COR Biosciences). Bands were quantified using the FIJI gel tool. The TSPO band was normalized to the housekeeping GAPDH band.

Importantly, this anti‐TSPO antibody is directed against the amino acid residues 150 to C‐terminal in TSPO and has been previously validated in *tspo* null mice [46](#bpa12763-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. We confirmed the specificity of the antibody for TSPO by Western blot with recombinant TSPO peptide and tissues (brain, lungs and adrenal glands) from *tspo* null mice and floxed littermates kindly provided by Dr. Vimal Selvaraj (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY) (Figure [S1](#bpa12763-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Immunohistochemistry {#bpa12763-sec-0007}
--------------------

TSPO immunohistochemistry was performed with the rabbit anti‐PBR monoclonal antibody from Abcam (clone EPR5384, ab109497) at a concentration of 1:100. Briefly, paraffin was cleared with xylenes and sections were rehydrated with decreasing concentrations of ethanol before an antigen retrieval step consisting of microwaving them in boiling citrate buffer 0.01 M at pH 6.0 with 0.05% Tween20 for 20 minutes at 95ºC. After cooling, sections were washed with TBS, blocked with 10% normal donkey serum (NDS) in TBS for 1 h at RT and incubated overnight at 4ºC with the above primary antibody in 5% NDS. On the next day, sections were washed thoroughly with TBS and incubated in secondary antibody solution consisting of donkey anti‐rabbit Cy3‐conjugated antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 23225, 1:200) in 5% NDS in TBS for 2 h at RT, washed in TBS, covered with Fluoromount‐G mounting media with DAPI (Southern Biotech, 0100‐01) and the coverslips sealed with nail polish. Selected sections were subjected to double fluorescent immunohistochemistry with the above rabbit anti‐PBR monoclonal primary antibody and either a goat anti‐IBA1 polyclonal antibody (Abcam, ab107159, 1:100), a mouse anti‐cluster differentiation 68 (CD68) monoclonal antibody (clone KP‐1, Agilent Dako, M0814, 1:50), a mouse anti‐glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) monoclonal antibody (clone G‐A‐5, Sigma, G3893, 1:1000), a mouse anti‐cluster differentiation 31 (CD31, also known as PECAM‐1) monoclonal antibody (clone 89C2, Cell Signaling Technology, 3528, 1:100), a mouse anti‐smooth muscle actin (SMA) monoclonal antibody (clone 1A4, Agilent Dako, M0851, 1:500), or a mouse anti‐HuC/HuD monoclonal antibody (clone 15A7.1, Millipore, MABN153, 1:100). For these primary antibodies, the species‐appropriate secondary antibody conjugated with AlexaFluor488 was obtained from Thermo Scientific. Nearly adjacent sections were stained for TSPO with the peroxidase‐DAB method using the Vectastain Universal Elite ABC HRP kit (Vector Labs, PK‐6200). Briefly, after clearance with xylenes and before rehydration with decreasing concentrations of ethanol, sections were treated with a solution of 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 20 minutes to block the endogenous peroxidase activity. After antigen retrieval as above, sections were incubated with horse serum for 1 h at RT followed by overnight incubation at 4ºC with the same anti‐TSPO antibody at a concentration of 1:1000. On the next day, the sections were washed with TBS (2 × 10 minutes), incubated with the horse anti‐rabbit/mouse universal biotinylated secondary for 2 h at RT, washed again with TBS (2 × 10 minutes), incubated with the avidin--biotin complex (ABC) for 30 minutes for signal amplification, washed with TBS (5 minutes) and, finally, incubated with 3,3′‐diaminobenzidine (DAB) as a peroxidase substrate (Vector Labs., SK‐4100) for 1 minute to develop the TSPO brown signal. Sections were counterstained with Mayer\'s hematoxylin (Sigma, MHS32) and coverslipped with Permount mounting media (Fisher Scientific, SP15‐500). Similarly, immunohistochemistry for Aβ (mouse monoclonal anti‐Aβ antibody, clone 10D5, Elan‐Lilly, 1:50), GFAP (rabbit anti‐GFAP polyclonal antibody, Sigma, G9269, 1:1000), CD68 (mouse anti‐CD68 monoclonal antibody, clone KP‐1, Dako, M0814, 1:100) and phospho‐tau (mouse monoclonal anti‐Tau^pSer396/404^ antibody, clone PHF1, Dr. Peter Davies\' generous gift, 1:200) was performed with the DAB‐peroxidase method as described above and elsewhere [41](#bpa12763-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. Negative control sections without primary antibodies were run in parallel and showed no staining (not shown).

Confocal microscopy {#bpa12763-sec-0008}
-------------------

After double fluorescent immunohistochemistry, sections were imaged either on a Zeiss 510 Meta confocal laser scanning inverted microscope, which is equipped with a tunable argon (488 nm) laser, a helium‐neon (543 nm) laser, a femtosecond‐pulsed Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) for two‐photon excitation and a 63× water‐immersion objective (NA 1.4), or on an Olympus FV3000 confocal laser scanning inverted microscope, which is equipped with 405, 488, 561 and 640 nm lasers (Coherent OBIS, Santa Clara, CA) and a 60× oil‐immersion objective (NA 1.30).

Quantitative neuropathological methods {#bpa12763-sec-0009}
--------------------------------------

The TSPO burden in cortex and white matter was measured as the area occupied by TSPO‐immunoreactivity (TSPO‐ir burden). Briefly, TSPO‐immunostained sections were placed on the motorized stage of an Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) controlled by the stereology software CAST (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cortex and the subjacent white matter were outlined in the DAPI channel under the 4× objective using the drawing tool of the software. Next, each of these regions of interest (ROIs) were randomly and systematically sampled under the 20× objective with a sampling fraction of 5% for the cortex and 10% for the white matter, and the resulting fields were photographed at the same exposure time of 300 ms. Images were then opened with the public domain software FIJI and converted to 8‐bit images; immunoreactive particles were highlighted with the "Threshold" tool and quantified using the "Analyze Particles" tool to obtain the area fraction (%) or TSPO‐ir burden. Measures were obtained by a single researcher (YG), who was blind to diagnosis. To account for possible batch differences in staining intensity, the TSPO‐ir burden from AD cases was normalized to the average TSPO‐ir burden of the CTRL cases within the same batch.

Stereology‐based quantification of GFAP+ reactive astrocytes, CD68+ activated microglia and PHF1+ NFTs, and amyloid burden and cortical thickness measurements were performed as described before [41](#bpa12763-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. Briefly, GFAP+ astrocytes, CD68+ microglial cells and PHF1+ NFTs (both intra and extracellular) were counted using the optical disector probe of the BIOQUANT NOVA PRIME, version 6.90.10 (MBSR, Nashville, TN), which is coupled with the motorized stage of an upright Leica DMRB microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The objective/disector size used was 40×/50 × 50, 100×/20 × 20 and 40×/150 × 150 μm respectively, and the endpoint was prespecified as either 100 profiles or 1000 optical disectors. Densities were obtained by dividing the number of profiles observed by the total area of disectors analyzed and then corrected by cortical atrophy to obtain a total number of profiles in a 1‐cm‐long full‐width strip of cortex. Amyloid burden was measured as the percentage of total cortical surface stained by the N‐terminal‐specific anti‐Aβ mouse monoclonal antibody 10D5 (Elan‐Lilly) in a 1‐cm‐long full‐width strip of cortex, using the optical threshold tool of the same software. Cortical thickness was measured as the average of 20 measurements in random sites distributed throughout the cortical ribbon, using the *xy* measure tool of the CAST software.

Lastly, nearly adjacent sections immunostained for TSPO, CD68 and GFAP with the DAB‐peroxidase method were scanned in a VS120 Olympus slide scanner under the 40× objective. A full width of 1‐ to 2‐cm‐long strip of the cortical ribbon was outlined on the resulting images using the polygon ROI tool of the "Count and Measure" module of the cellSens image analysis software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The TSPO, CD68 and GFAP‐ir burdens were measured as the immunoreactive area fraction within these ROIs using the manual HSV threshold tool of the software. After pilot studies, saturation was set constant for all sections at 90 for TSPO, 70 for CD68 and 130 for GFAP. Given the punctate pattern of their staining, no lower limit of pixels was set for TSPO and CD68, whereas a lower limit of 30 pixels was set for GFAP to avoid saturation in some sections.

*TSPO* rs6971 SNP genotyping {#bpa12763-sec-0010}
----------------------------

Genomic DNA was extracted from cerebellar frozen samples using the PureLink Genomic DNA Extraction Mini Kit (Thermo Scientific, K182002) following manufacturer\'s instructions. The DNA concentration was measured in a DS‐11 spectrophotometer (DeNovix Inc). TaqMan genotyping assay for the rs6971 SNP in *TSPO* was purchased from Thermo Scientific (Assay ID C\_\_2512465_20). For the TaqMan assay, DNA samples were diluted to a concentration of 1.8 ng/μL. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) mix consisted of 1.25 μL of 20× TaqMan SNP genotyping assay, 12.50 μL of 2× TaqMan Fast Universal PCR Master Mix, no AmpErase UNG (Thermo Scientific, 4352042) and 11.25 μL of DNA sample (20 ng), for a total volume of 25 μL per well. DNA samples were run in duplicate. TaqMan assay was run in a Bio‐Rad CFX96 Touch Real‐Time PCR Detection System with the following program: 95ºC × 10 minutes (ramp 1ºC/s), 95ºC × 15 s and 60ºC × 1 minute, for 45 cycles. Principal component analysis of Vic vs. Fam fluorescence (corresponding to base A vs. G) allowed the discrimination between the AA, AG and GG genotypes.

Analysis of publicly available RNA‐Seq datasets {#bpa12763-sec-0011}
-----------------------------------------------

The cell types expressing *tspo* mRNA were ascertained in the mouse and human RNA‐Seq datasets made publicly available by the Barres [1](#bpa12763-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#bpa12763-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12763-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} and Betsholtz [2](#bpa12763-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bpa12763-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#bpa12763-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} labs. For the analyses of *tspo* mRNA levels across CERAD scores of neuritic plaques, Braak NFT stages and *TSPO* rs6971 SNP genotypes, the transcriptome data from the Religious Orders Study and Memory and Aging Project (ROSMAP) cohort [28](#bpa12763-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} was obtained from the Accelerating Medicines Partnership‐Alzheimer\'s Disease (AMP‐AD) Knowledge Portal [3](#bpa12763-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#bpa12763-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. Briefly, this is a bulk RNA‐Seq study performed on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9) of several hundred subjects using the Illumina HiSeq platform with 101‐bp paired‐end reads for a target coverage of 50 million reads (except for the first 12 samples, which achieved a coverage of 150 million reads). Only cases with Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA integrity number (RIN) \>5 and RNA quantity threshold of 5 μg were included [28](#bpa12763-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. Processed RNA‐Seq datasets (Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads, FPKM) were downloaded and further analysis was conducted as described in Bihlmeyer et al. [5](#bpa12763-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. Gene expression level is expressed in the log2 scale.

Statistical analyses {#bpa12763-sec-0012}
--------------------

Normality of datasets was evaluated with D\'Agostino‐Pearson omnibus test. Unpaired *t* test or Mann--Whitney *U* test was used for pairwise comparisons of normally and nonnormally distributed independent datasets (ie, TSPO levels by Western blot in AD vs. CTRL), respectively. Comparisons of paired data were performed with a paired t test or Wilcoxon matched‐pairs signed‐rank test for normally and nonnormally distributed datasets (ie, TSPO levels in temporal vs. cerebellar cortex in AD or CTRL groups), respectively. For comparisons among three or more independent groups, one‐way ANOVA with Tukey\'s multiple comparison test was run if datasets were normally distributed and Kruskal--Wallis ANOVA with Dunn\'s multiple comparison test if one or more datasets were not normally distributed. *TSPO* rs6971 genotype distribution (AA vs. AG vs. GG) and allele distribution (A vs. G) were compared between AD and CTRL groups with a Chi‐square and a Fisher\'s exact test, respectively. For some analyses, a two‐way ANOVA with diagnosis (CTRL vs. AD) and either region (repeated measures two‐way ANOVA for cortex vs. white matter or temporal cortex vs. cerebellum) or *TSPO* rs6971 genotype (ordinary two‐way ANOVA for AG vs. GG) as factors was performed. Correlations between TSPO‐ir burden and *post‐mortem* interval (PMI), the burden of amyloid plaques, PHF1+ NFTs, GFAP+ astrocytes, and CD68+ microglia and cortical thickness were performed with Pearson\'s or Spearman\'s rank correlation test for normally and nonnormally distributed variables, respectively. All statistical analyses and graphs were performed with GraphPad Prism version 8.0 (GraphPad Inc., La Jolla, CA). Error bars in scatter dot plots represent median and interquartile range.

Results {#bpa12763-sec-0013}
=======

TSPO is expressed in microglial cells, astrocytes, endothelial cells, and vascular smooth muscle cells {#bpa12763-sec-0014}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the cell types expressing TSPO in the human brain, we used confocal microscopy on formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded sections subjected to double fluorescent immunohistochemistry. TSPO and IBA1 coimmunostaining demonstrated a punctate staining of TSPO in the processes of IBA1+ microglia. The pattern of staining was clearly distinct from the diffuse cytosolic pattern of the calcium‐binding protein IBA1 and suggested a preferential localization of microglial mitochondria along the microglial cell processes rather than within the somas (Figure [1](#bpa12763-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A‐D). This punctate pattern of TSPO staining in microglial processes resembled that of the phagocytic lysosomal marker CD68 but, as expected for markers of two different organelles, there was little colocalization between them (Figure [1](#bpa12763-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E‐H).

![*TSPO expression in microglia, astrocytes, endothelial cells, and vascular smooth muscle cells.* Confocal microscopy images showing TSPO expression in IBA1+ (**A**‐**D**) and CD68+ (**E**‐**H**) microglia, GFAP+ astrocytes (**I**‐**L**), CD31+ endothelial cells of a capillary vessel (**M**‐**P**), and SMA+ vascular smooth muscle cells of a leptomeningeal artery (**Q**‐**T**). Note the punctate pattern of TSPO immunostaining along microglial processes (**D**, **H**), but its limited colocalization with CD68+ puncta depicting microglial lysosomes (**H**). Note also the limited colocalization of TSPO+ puncta with smooth muscle actin (SMA) filaments in vascular smooth muscle cells (**T**).](BPA-30-151-g001){#bpa12763-fig-0001}

In addition to microglial cells, TSPO expression was also localized to astrocytes depicted with GFAP (Figure [1](#bpa12763-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}I‐L), endothelial cells costained for CD31 (Figure [1](#bpa12763-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}M‐P), and vascular smooth muscle cells costained for smooth muscle actin (SMA) (Figure [1](#bpa12763-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}Q‐T). In astrocytes, TSPO appeared to be mainly expressed in the cell soma and proximal branches, but not in more distal finer processes. The staining in endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells was particularly conspicuous and present in leptomeningeal, cortical and white matter vessels of all sizes including the capillary endothelial cells. Sections costained for TSPO and HuC/D as a neuronal marker confirmed no expression of TSPO in neurons (not shown). Of note, negative control sections were devoid of microglial, astrocytic and vascular signal (not shown) and the specificity of the anti‐TSPO antibody was validated here (Figure [S1](#bpa12763-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and elsewhere [46](#bpa12763-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} in tissues from *tspo* null mice.

Intrigued by these observations, we sought to determine whether *tspo* mRNA has been found in cell types other than microglia. We entered tspo into the search box of publicly available RNA‐Seq databases from isolated mouse and human brain cell subpopulations [1](#bpa12763-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#bpa12763-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bpa12763-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#bpa12763-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#bpa12763-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12763-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}. We confirmed that *tspo* mRNA is detectable not only in microglial cells but also present in high levels in endothelial and smooth muscle cells isolated from the mouse brain (Figure [S2](#bpa12763-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A,C), and in microglia, endothelial cells and astrocytes purified from the normal human brain (Figure [S2](#bpa12763-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

Quantification of brain *tspo* mRNA levels reveals a substantial overlap between AD and healthy control subjects {#bpa12763-sec-0015}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we asked whether the transcription of *TSPO* is upregulated in AD. To this end, we interrogated the public domain RNA‐Seq dataset from the ROSMAP [28](#bpa12763-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. This is a population‐based clinic‐pathological longitudinal cohort study that recently conducted a bulk RNA‐Seq experiment in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9) of 638 participants. We plotted the *tspo* mRNA levels as a function of Braak NFT stage (Figure [2](#bpa12763-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A) and CERAD score of neuritic plaques (Figure [2](#bpa12763-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Surprisingly, no significant differences in *tspo* mRNA levels were found across the different stages of AD neuropathological changes (one‐way ANOVA, *P* \> 0.05).

![*tspo mRNA levels do not differ across different stages of AD neuropathological change*. *tspo* mRNA levels from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9) were obtained from the publicly available Religious Orders Study and Memory Aging Project RNA‐Seq dataset (n = 638, see methods) and plotted against the severity of AD neuropathological changes. Neither Braak NFT stages (**A**) nor CERAD neuritic plaque scores (**B**) impact *tspo* mRNA levels (one‐way ANOVA*, P* \> 0.05). Braak NFT stages: B1 = Braak 0/I/II (n = 112); B2 = Braak III/IV (n = 386), and B3 = Braak V/VI (n = 140). CERAD neuritic plaque scores: C0 = none (n = 165), C1 = sparse (n = 67), C2 = moderate (n = 219), and C3 = frequent (n = 187).](BPA-30-151-g002){#bpa12763-fig-0002}

Quantification of brain TSPO levels reveals a substantial overlap between AD and healthy control subjects {#bpa12763-sec-0016}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked whether the levels of TSPO are elevated in the AD brain vs. healthy CTRL brains. To this end, we quantified the levels of TSPO with both quantitative immunohistochemical methods and Western blot in a sample of AD and CTRL cases. *Post‐mortem* interval (PMI) did not significantly impact TSPO levels measured by either method (data not shown).

Quantification of the TSPO‐ir burden, measured as area fraction of TSPO immunoreactivity in randomly selected 20× fields comprising 5% of the cortical ribbon and 10% of the underlying white matter of the temporal lobe (BA38), is shown in Figure [3](#bpa12763-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A,B. AD subjects had a marginally significant higher TSPO‐ir burden in the cortex and a statistically significant higher TSPO‐ir burden in the white matter compared to CTRL subjects (cortex: Mann--Whitney *U* = 175.5, *P* = 0.0516; white matter: Mann--Whitney *U* = 161.5, *P* = 0.0235). In contrast, no significant difference was observed in TSPO‐ir burden between cortex and white matter in either group (CTRL: *P* = 0.3558; AD: *P* = 0.5183, Wilcoxon matched‐pairs signed‐rank test). The repeated measures two‐way ANOVA with region (cortex vs. white matter) and diagnosis (CTRL vs. AD) as cofactors revealed that diagnosis only represented ≈7% of the variance in TSPO immunoreactivity \[*F* (1,44) = 4.035, *P* = 0.0507\], whereas the variance accounted for by the region and the interaction between region and diagnosis was negligible (≈0.1%) and nonsignificant. Indeed, while GFAP+ astrocytes and IBA1+ or CD68+ microglia are known to cluster within and around dense‐core (Thioflavin‐S‐positive) amyloid plaques [38](#bpa12763-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#bpa12763-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bpa12763-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, this was less evident for TSPO immunoreactivity (Figure [S3](#bpa12763-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![*Substantial overlap of TSPO levels between AD and CTRL brains.* (**A**) Representative images of TSPO fluorescent immunohistochemistry in the cortex (CTX) and white matter (WM) from the temporal pole of an AD and a control (CTRL) individuals. (**B**) Quantification of TSPO‐immunoreactive (TSPO‐ir) burden in 24 CTRL and 22 AD subjects rendered marginally significant (Mann--Whitney *U* = 175.5, *P* = 0.0516) higher levels in the cortex and statistically significant higher levels in the white matter (Mann--Whitney *U* = 161.5, *P* = 0.0235) in the AD group. (**C**‐**E**) Representative Western blots of TSPO and GAPDH (housekeeping for loading control) and scatter dot plots showing the quantification in temporal (**C**), frontal (**D**) and cerebellar (**E**) cortex of AD and CTRL subjects. No significant differences were observed between both groups in either region (temporal cortex: Mann--Whitney *U* 168.5, *P* = 0.3180; frontal cortex: Mann--Whitney *U* 112, *P* = 0.2112; cerebellum: unpaired *t* test, *t* = 1.151, df = 38, *P* = 0.2568).](BPA-30-151-g003){#bpa12763-fig-0003}

Brain protein SDS‐extracts from the cerebellum, frontal and temporal neocortex of AD and healthy control subjects were subjected to SDS‐PAGE followed by immunoblot for TSPO with the same commercially available rabbit monoclonal antibody. Quantification of TSPO band with GAPDH as housekeeping for loading control revealed no statistically significant differences between CTRL and AD subjects in either temporal neocortex (Figure [3](#bpa12763-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C, Mann--Whitney *U* 168.5, *P* = 0.3180), frontal neocortex (Figure [3](#bpa12763-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D, Mann--Whitney *U* 112, *P* = 0.2112), or cerebellum (Figure [3](#bpa12763-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}E, unpaired *t* test, *t* = 1.151, df = 38, *P* = 0.2568). A comparison between temporal and cerebellar TSPO levels from the same CTRL and AD cases is shown in Figure [S4](#bpa12763-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. With some exceptions, TSPO levels were generally higher in temporal neocortex than in cerebellum in both CTRL and AD groups. However, these regional differences did not reach statistical significance in either group (CTRL: *P* = 0.1250 and AD: *P* = 0.1310, Wilcoxon matched‐pairs signed‐rank test). Repeated measures two‐way ANOVA with diagnosis and region as cofactors revealed a modest effect of region (10.86% of variance, *P* = 0.1045), whereas diagnosis and the interaction between region and diagnosis were not significant and only explained \<1% of the variance in TSPO levels.

TSPO levels do not correlate with the burden of AD neuropathological changes or the magnitude of glial responses {#bpa12763-sec-0017}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent PET imaging studies have reported a positive correlation between TSPO radioligand uptake and both amyloid and tau PET radioligand uptake [10](#bpa12763-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#bpa12763-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, we inquired whether *post‐mortem* TSPO levels correlate with the burden of AD neuropathological changes (10D5+ amyloid plaques and PHF1+ NFTs) or with the magnitude of glial responses---reactive (GFAP+) astrocytes and activated (CD68+) microglia---within the AD temporal neocortex. We observed no significant correlation between the TSPO‐ir burden and cortical thickness, amyloid plaque burden or stereology‐based counts of PHF1+ NFTs obtained from nearly adjacent formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded sections (Figure [4](#bpa12763-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A‐C). Similarly, no significant correlation was observed between the TSPO‐ir burden and either the GFAP‐ir or the CD68‐ir burden within the same ROI of the temporal neocortex (Figure [4](#bpa12763-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D,E), or stereology‐based measures of GFAP+ astrocytes and CD68+ microglia (not shown).

![*TSPO levels do not correlate with the local burden of AD neuropathological changes or the magnitude of glial responses.* Correlation plots of TSPO‐ir burden and cortical thickness (**A**), amyloid plaque burden (**B**), stereological counts of PHF1+ NFTs (**C**), GFAP‐ir burden (reactive astrocytes) (**D**) and CD68‐ir burden (activated microglia) (**E**) in the temporal pole neocortex (BA38) of n = 22 AD subjects. Correlation coefficients and *P‐*values can be found in each figure of the panel.](BPA-30-151-g004){#bpa12763-fig-0004}

*TSPO* rs6971 SNP has no impact in *tspo* mRNA or TSPO levels, the magnitude of glial responses or the burden of AD neuropathological changes {#bpa12763-sec-0018}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The rs6971 SNP in the *TSPO* gene predicts an alanine to threonine substitution in position 147 (Ala147Thr) of TSPO that has been associated with a variable uptake of the TSPO radioligands. *In vitro* studies have suggested that this is due to a variable affinity between radioligands and TSPO. Individuals homozygous for the minor allele (AA) are low‐affinity binders (LABs), heterozygous (AG) are medium affinity binders (MABs), and homozygous for the major allele (GG) are high‐affinity binders (HABs) [15](#bpa12763-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#bpa12763-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bpa12763-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#bpa12763-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}.

Here we tested the hypothesis that, rather than just having a pharmacodynamic effect on radioligand binding, *TSPO* rs6971 SNP could impact *tspo* mRNA or TSPO levels or the number of reactive glial cells. Firstly, we interrogated the ROSMAP RNA‐Seq dataset for differential *tspo* mRNA levels across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes and observed no significant differences between LABs (n = 45), MABs (n = 213) and HABs (n = 215) (one‐way ANOVA, *P* \> 0.05) (Figure [5](#bpa12763-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Secondly, we genotyped this SNP in 110 subjects (n = 86 AD and 24 CTRL) from the MADRC brain bank. Genotype distribution did not significantly differ between the AD group \[AA: n = 7 (8.1%), AG: n = 44 (51.2%), GG: n = 35 (40.7%)\] and the CTRL group \[AA: n = 0 (0.0%), AG: n = 14 (58.4%), GG: n = 10 (41.7%)\] (*P* = 0.3429; Chi‐square, df: 2.141, 2). Allele distribution did not differ between the AD group \[A: n = 58 (33.7%), G: n = 114 (66.3%)\] and the CTRL group \[A: n = 14 (29.2%), G: n = 34 (70.8%)\] (*P* = 0.6051, Fisher\'s exact test). We observed no significant differences between CTRL and AD groups in the TSPO‐ir burden (Figure [6](#bpa12763-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A‐D) across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes in either cortex or white matter (cortex: *P* = 0.2506; white matter: *P* = 0.2592, Kruskal--Wallis ANOVA with Dunn\'s post test). A two‐way ANOVA with diagnosis and rs6971 genotype as cofactors revealed a significant effect of diagnosis on cortical TSPO‐ir burden (diagnosis: 12.6% of variance, *P* = 0.0359), but not of rs6971 genotype (1.01% of variance, *P* = 0.5393) or the interaction between diagnosis and rs6971 genotype (0.03% of variance, *P* = 0.9109); however, none of these factors was significant in the white matter. Similarly, Western blot rendered no significant differences in TSPO levels across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes in either group (Figure [6](#bpa12763-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}E‐G). Lastly, no differences in cortical thickness, amyloid plaque burden, or stereology‐based measures of PHF1+ NFTs, or glial responses (GFAP+ astrocytes and CD68+ microglia) were observed across genotypes in the group of 86 genotyped AD subjects (Figure [7](#bpa12763-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}).

![*The TSPO rs6971 SNP does not impact tspo mRNA levels.* *tspo* mRNA levels from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9) were obtained from the publicly available Religious Orders Study and Memory Aging Project RNA‐Seq dataset (n = 473, see methods) and plotted against the *TSPO* rs6971 genotype. The *tspo* mRNA level did not differ between AA (LABs, n = 45), AG (MABs, n = 213) and GG (HABs, n = 215) subjects (one‐way ANOVA, *P* \> 0.05).](BPA-30-151-g005){#bpa12763-fig-0005}

![*The TSPO rs6971 SNP does not impact TSPO levels.* (**A**, **B**) Representative images of TSPO fluorescent immunohistochemistry in the cortex (A) and white matter (**B**) from the temporal pole of AD and control (CTRL) individuals split by *TSPO* rs6971 SNP genotype. (**C**, **D**) No significant differences in TSPO‐ir burden across genotypes were found between CTRL and AD in either region (cortex: *P* = 0.2506; white matter: *P* = 0.2592, Kruskal--Wallis ANOVA with Dunn\'s post test). (**E**‐**G**) Same representative Western blots of TSPO and GAPDH (housekeeping for loading control) as in Figure [3](#bpa12763-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and scatter dot plots showing the quantification in temporal (**E**), frontal (**F**) and cerebellar (**G**) cortex of AD and CTRL subjects, now split by *TSPO* rs6971 SNP genotype. No significant differences were observed between CTRL and AD groups across genotypes in either region (temporal cortex: *P* = 0.6850; frontal cortex: *P* = 0.3983; cerebellum: *P* = 0.7665, Kruskal--Wallis ANOVA with Dunn\'s post test). Note that the AA genotype was absent in the 24 CTRL cases genotyped; therefore, there is no "CTRL AA" group.](BPA-30-151-g006){#bpa12763-fig-0006}

![*The TSPO rs6971 SNP does not impact the severity of glial responses, AD neuropathological changes or cortical atrophy.* The *TSPO* rs6971 SNP was genotyped in n = 86 AD cases. No significant differences were observed across the three genotypes in cortical thickness (**A**), amyloid plaque burden (**B**), or stereology‐based counts of PHF1+ neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) (**C**), GFAP+ astrocytes (**D**), or CD68+ microglia (**E**) in the temporal neocortex (BA38).](BPA-30-151-g007){#bpa12763-fig-0007}

Discussion {#bpa12763-sec-0019}
==========

Our results can be summarized as follows: (1) the expression of TSPO is not just limited to microglia, but very conspicuous also in astrocytes, and endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells; (2) there is no significant increase in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex *tspo* mRNA levels in AD compared to CTRL subjects; (3) there is a substantial overlap of TSPO levels in the temporal and frontal cortex of AD compared to CTRL subjects and in the temporal neocortex compared with the underlying white matter in both groups; (4) TSPO cortical burden does not correlate with Aβ plaque or NFT burden or with the burden of activated microglia or reactive astrocytes; and (5) the rs6971 *TSPO* SNP does not significantly impact *tspo* mRNA or TSPO levels, the magnitude of glial responses, or the burden of AD neuropathological changes.

Using double fluorescent immunohistochemistry with confocal microscopy, we have extended the previous qualitative characterization reported by others [8](#bpa12763-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#bpa12763-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#bpa12763-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bpa12763-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bpa12763-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} and demonstrated that astrocytes and especially blood vessels----both endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells----are major sources of TSPO expression. The interrogation of available RNA‐Seq datasets from cell populations isolated from adult mouse and human brains confirmed that these cell types have high levels of the *tspo* mRNA. It is noteworthy that TSPO‐based PET is often referred to as microglial PET; however, other cell types are likely contributing to the observed uptake. Nuclear emulsion autoradiography on post‐mortem brain frozen cryostat sections [26](#bpa12763-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} would be needed to confirm that TSPO radioligands bind to these different cell types with similar affinity. In fact, a prominent vascular binding of TSPO radioligands has been previously acknowledged and palliated through a mathematical modeling aimed at subtracting the distribution of the radioligands in the vascular compartment [34](#bpa12763-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#bpa12763-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#bpa12763-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#bpa12763-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#bpa12763-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12763-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}. Perhaps due to this prominent vascular TSPO expression, we found a substantial overlap of TSPO levels between AD and CTRL subjects by either quantitative immunohistochemistry or Western blot; however, TSPO‐ir burden was seemingly a more sensitive measure to detect differences than the TSPO/GAPDH ratio rendered by Western blot. Moreover, we found no significant difference in TSPO burden between cortex and underlying white matter in either group by quantitative immunohistochemistry, which would prevent an adequate grey/white matter differentiation in PET scans with TSPO radioligands. In most analyzed cases, the TSPO levels were higher in the temporal than in the cerebellar cortex, supporting the use of the latter as the reference region for radioligand uptake measurements.

The discovery that the rs6971 SNP in the *TSPO* gene is associated with a variable uptake of the TSPO radioligands and the subsequent concern that including low‐affinity binders (LABs) could render nonsignificant differences in radioligand uptake between diseased and CTRL subjects [36](#bpa12763-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, has led researchers to restrict their PET imaging studies to medium and high‐affinity binders (MABs and HABs). It is widely accepted that this variable radioligand uptake across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes is due to the differential affinity between radioligands and TSPO observed *in vitro* [15](#bpa12763-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#bpa12763-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bpa12763-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#bpa12763-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}. Here we show no significant difference in *tspo* mRNA levels across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes in the population‐based ROSMAP cohort (n = 473). We also observed no significant differences in TSPO levels across *TSPO* rs6971 genotypes in either AD or CTRL by both quantitative immunohistochemistry and Western blot. Moreover, the *TSPO* rs6971 SNP did not influence the burden of AD neuropathological changes (Aβ plaques and NFTs) or the magnitude of glial responses (reactive astrocytes and activated microglia). Taken together, these data support the idea that this SNP impacts the affinity of TSPO for its ligands, rather than the abundance of TSPO or reactive glia.

TSPO functions remain to be fully understood. Although it was initially proposed to have a role in neurosteroid synthesis and cholesterol transport to the mitochondria, the *tspo* global null mice have normal steroid hormone levels and normal cholesterol mitochondrial levels [46](#bpa12763-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#bpa12763-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}. While TSPO‐based PET imaging is commonly referred to as an imaging biomarker of neuroinflammation, the role of TSPO in neuroinflammation remains controversial. On one hand, TSPO agonists such as PK11195, Ro5‐4864 and etifoxine have been shown to have beneficial anti‐inflammatory and neuroprotective properties in animal models of AD [4](#bpa12763-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#bpa12763-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, MS [12](#bpa12763-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, TBI [31](#bpa12763-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#bpa12763-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, stroke [23](#bpa12763-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and cerebral hemorrhage [24](#bpa12763-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, among other neurological conditions that lead to glial reaction. On the other hand, selective deletion of *tspo* in astrocytes has been reported to prevent astrocyte and microglial activation and to reduce the levels of inflammatory cytokines, supporting a pro‐inflammatory role of TSPO in astrocytes [11](#bpa12763-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Furthermore, the contribution of the brain vascular TSPO expression to neuroinflammation remains unclear. Interestingly, TSPO PET imaging has been assayed to depict vascular inflammation in various vascular diseases such as systemic vasculitis [9](#bpa12763-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#bpa12763-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#bpa12763-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, atherosclerosis [6](#bpa12763-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bpa12763-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and aneurysms [13](#bpa12763-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, it is possible that vascular inflammation in AD and other neurodegenerative diseases contributes to the observed increased TSPO PET signal [44](#bpa12763-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}.

Conclusions {#bpa12763-sec-0020}
===========

In summary, we show that TSPO is not only expressed in microglia but also in astrocytes, endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells, and that there is a substantial overlap of *tspo* mRNA and TSPO levels between CTRL and AD subjects, no correlation between TSPO levels and glial responses or AD neuropathological changes and no impact of the rs6971 *TSPO* SNP on *tspo* mRNA or TSPO levels, glial responses, or AD neuropathological changes. Our findings could inform ongoing efforts toward the development of reactive glia‐specific PET radioligands [18](#bpa12763-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#bpa12763-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}. More research is needed to understand the cell type‐specific role of TSPO in AD and other brain diseases.
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**Figure S1.** *Validation of anti‐TSPO antibody.* Western blot for TSPO using Abcam rabbit anti‐PBR monoclonal antibody (clone EPR5384, ab109497) on recombinant TSPO (rTSPO, 1 μg), SDS protein extracts from both *tspo* knock out (ko) and floxed (flox) mice (5 μg, lung, adrenal gland and brain) and SDS protein extracts (5 μg) from the temporal cortex of human control (C) and AD brains. GAPDH was used as housekeeping for loading control. Note that the antibody renders a single band in the rTSPO, the floxed mouse tissues and the human brain extracts, whereas no band was detected in *tspo* knock out mouse tissues. Also, note that TSPO levels are much higher in mouse adrenal gland and lung than in mouse or human brain.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S2.** *tspo mRNA is present not only in microglia but also in astrocytes, endothelial cells and vascular smooth muscle cells*. (A and B) Bar graphs illustrate the levels of the *tspo* mRNA (in Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads or FPKM) in different cell types isolated from the mouse (A) and human (B) brains obtained from a publicly available RNA‐Seq dataset [1](#bpa12763-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#bpa12763-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12763-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}. (C) Average expression in each cell cluster in the mouse brain obtained from another publicly available RNA‐Seq dataset [2](#bpa12763-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bpa12763-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#bpa12763-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}. Note that mouse astrocytes have very low levels of *tspo* mRNA, whereas mature human astrocytes express significant *tspo* mRNA levels. Abbreviations: PC = pericytes; vSMC = venous smooth muscle cells; aaSMC = arteriolar smooth muscle cells; aSMC = arterial smooth muscle cells; MG = microglia; FB = vascular fibroid‐like cells; OL = oligodendrocytes; EC = endothelial cells; vEC = venous endothelial cells; capiEC = capillary endothelial cells; aEC = arterial endothelial cells and AC = astrocytes.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S3.** *TSPO immunoreactivity with respect to dense‐core (Thioflavin‐S‐positive) amyloid plaques.* Confocal images of TSPO (red), thioflavin‐S (green) and DAPI (blue) in adjacent fields with (A‐D and I‐L) and without (E‐H and M‐P) dense‐core amyloid plaques in a representative AD case. Note that TSPO‐ir burden can be similar in the presence and absence of plaques. Scale bar: 50 μm.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S4.** *TSPO levels are usually higher in temporal neocortex than in cerebellum.* (A) Representative Western blot for TSPO (red) and GAPDH (housekeeping, green) in SDS extracts from temporal cortex (temp) and cerebellum (cblm) of CTRL and AD subjects. (B) Quantification of TSPO over GAPDH levels shows that, with some exceptions, TSPO levels are higher in temporal neocortex than in cerebellum; however, these regional differences did not reach statistical significance in either group (CTRL: *P* = 0.1250 and AD: *P* = 0.1310, Wilcoxon matched‐pairs signed‐rank test, n = 5 CTRL and 14 AD).

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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